NDP Survey 2014

Questions and comments
74
Respondents
Question
5
How important is it to protect the environment through the planning process?
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Of total
Protection important but stagnation to be avoided
Planning must be sensitive to above
Development to be sympathetic and enhance environment
Maintain low light pollution
Flexibility and less red tape
Wildlife need homes too
Retain exisiting character within conservation area / AONB
Preserve conservation area and AONB
Cling to conservation area. More flex in AONB

100.00%

Vital that we protect from inappropriate development eg old PO
Maintain beautiful rural environment but rigid planning restrictions do
not help community grow. Male judgements on case by case basis
Devpmt should be sensitive and progressive. Can village develop
guidance / styles for development?
Devpmt must be sympathetic to environment
Preserve AONB and conservation area
Would appear different rules apply in different areas
Some recent devpmt inappropriate for where it is positioned
Includes house designs for a village not an urban / suburban context
Conservation area and AONB defiune Cradley, bseides its community
support
Planm for essential needs rather than pickeld in aspic approach
Bulid and develop sensitively avoiding any new access to 4103
Pixiefield filed should be part of AONB and conservation area
Keep greenfield sites green
sympathetic devpmt enhancing community is acceptable (avoiding
single large areas) and of appropriate style.
Our environment isn't just the natural environment but also what we
build and the community we live as part of
Yes, it should be considered and protected to a reasonable level but not
at the detriment of sympathetic development.
The village needs to grow and develop - However I believe development
should be sympathetic to the surroundings.
None
We do not need any more large estates built in the village
Any development should not be detrimental to local views
it is very important to retain present status
AONB should be protected. UK being swallowed up by building
"A romantic and beautiful parish" (Littlebury's Directory 1867-7) We are
in grave danger of losing this.
See 3.6
Informal use of domestic property for commercial activities should be
more closely monitored.
Protection of the rural and historic environment of the Parish is essential
for its future and is the reason that most of its inhabitants have chosen
to live here.

